
 

UK OCF TIME TRIALS – RULES 
The route 

There are 18 x obstacles to complete.   

The course will be mapped out with orange tape. 

All competitors must keep to the right hand side lane (Level: hard). 

For any obstacle not completed, a 20 burpees (on the chest) penalty is 
awarded.    

Cost 

£12 per attempt of the course. 

General Rules 

To compete in the time trial you must have a UK OCF membership 
number. You must present this to a member of the OTG staff. 

The time trial will be refereed by a member of the OTG staff or, if 
unavailable, a responsible person who knows the rules and is a member 
of the UK OCR. 

No spikes are allowed on the course. 

The referee’s decision is final. 

Individual Obstacle Rules 

1. TYRE RUN - You must keep within the boundary of the tyre run. 

2. TYRE TUNNEL - You must go through the hole of one of the 
upright tyres. 

3. SCRAMBLE NET - You are to go under the scramble net from the 
front to the rear. 

4. WHEEL SPIN - You must go over the right hand side tyre wall. 

5. NINJA BOARDS - you are to get from one end to the other without 
touching the floor/water.   

6. 3-2-1 BALANCE - You must complete the balance without touching 
the floor. 



7. THE BIG TIP - You must complete this obstacle without touching 
anything other than the plank provided. 

8&9.THE WALL - You are to scale the right hand side of the wall only. 

10. MONKEY MANIA - You can either use the bars or hoops to cross 
this obstacle, any contact with the floor is a fail. 

11. FIREMAN’S EXIT - You must run up the right hand side ramp and 
scale down the pole. 

12. ROPE CLIMB - Climb to top of rope and ring bell. 

13. CROWN JEWELL - You must go underneath the scramble net and 
complete without touching the floor.       

14. PIT FALL - If you get wet you fail.   

15. HANGOVER - You must keep to the right of the wall and ascend 
over the top only. 

16. BAZZA’S BATH - You must run through the water and scale over 
the wall.  You must get over the wall to complete the obstacle. 

17. HANG TOUGH - You must hit the beat board, grab scramble net 
and get to the black area without touching any red  

18. BEAT THE WALL - Scale the wall, head down the corridor and 
down slide to finish.  Once you stand up the time stops.


